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About This Game
Looking for some arcade style shooting action? Try this Sci-fi style on-rails shooter in room scale VR today!
Average play session length: 14 minutes
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raygun commando vr
For a game with this price, it's amazing. Story is somewhat interesting and making me to just play more. Environments are
atmospheric, and often isolate the player. I like there is no stupid jump - scares, like in similar productions, but real scary
situations. For the price that it is, I would strongly recommend purchasing it.. A short but creative and well-executed
experience.. step 1: get zup zero cuz friend said the other like 932 games were "good"
step 2: realize he only got it cuz he wanted to 100% games
step 3: 100% it
step 4: now what
step 5: wait for next zup
OPTIONAL
step 6: get insurgency cuz its better. The developer said it themself: "This is one of those love it or hate it experimental art
games."
Take that into consideration before you purchase this. If you're expecting entertainment or a pleasurable experience then you'll
be disappointed. This isn't like Bastion or Limbo that pair a deep dark story with solid gameplay, this is strictly the former.
Unfortunately it was just a bit too experimental and surreal for me. I couldn't get into it no matter how much I tried. The fact
that the game bugged out within the first 20 minutes and stuck me in an inescapable room didn't help - but hell, for all I know,
that might be just another attempt at relaying some covert message to me.. TL; WR: Love this game. Easily one of my favorite
VR games. I wish I could find more like it.
I've got 30+ hours so far, and I still play this game. I really like working on the different parts of the probes, doing repairs and
crafting new modules. The game is a grind, but if you like that, then give it a shot,
- Your ship has 3 rooms; Command, Digger's Cargo Hold, and Columbus' Cargo Hold
- Each room has a few stations that can be interacted with
- Doing repairs involves crafting modules with the resources you mine from planets/moons
- It's a familiar twist on a survival, crafting, resource gathering game
- Check it out on youtube to see what gameplay is like
- If you know like this kind of game outside of VR, then you will LOVE this
- If you've never played a space crawler, definitely youtube this game first
Blue star systems recharge your battery and fuel, so you can make excursions outward from a blue star and survey other systems
(and mark them on the map in a color of your choosing), to remember what kind of resources are available to gather in each
system. Always returning to a blue system when the battery is getting low. If you really like to take your time and plan a route
for an expedition, whether its trying to chart a path to a new Blue system, or just scavenging systems for Ore to make upgrades
to your probes, or doing routine maintenance. Work to expand Digger Master's capacity and depth to 100M! Decrease your
probe's full consumption, increase their speeds, watch the temperature!
. It is short.
The gameplay is text-based puzzle solving.
It is confusing, and in the end seems to ask more questions than it answers.
If you are still undeterred, I highly recommend you buy this brilliant game. Its writing manages to evoke a unique and often
unsettling lore and setting, and it poses questions with an intelligence I have scarcely seen in videogames as a whole. It is creepy,
atmospheric, often surreal, and yet made me laugh multiple times. Do yourself a favour and pick this one up. Maybe don't even
play it immediately. Forget about it, leave it for yourself to stumble across later on. You wont regret it.. Honestly one of the
worst games I played not because of how the game is but simply because of how it runs I dont know how game can be so
horribly optimized such as this is but some how they did it this would be a fun game and honestly possibly worth the money if
the game didnt run worse than anything I have ever seen. So maybe if you have the time to waste and get this game on sale/free
or something then go ahead and try to enjoy it.
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This game is really good and deserves more attention. It reminds me of Superhot, but without the time feature, and with a space
theme. It's currently a short game, but for that price it's totally worth it. I love the concept of playing every scene in roomscale
and having no need to walk or teleport. Good music too. Awesome!. Coming into this game I was hoping for a more simulation
style Ace Combat, unfortunately that is not the case. First thing I did, as I do in all games, was check the key layout and controls
for flying with a keyboard. It was doable in writing, unfortunately, it's poorly executed in-game. The throttle up key (arrow key
up) does exactly that it throttles up, however it also turns the camera in-cockpit 90 degrees left. Slowing down (arrow key down)
does the same thing, it throttles down with the expense of turning your camera 90 degrees right.
Also, before purchasing JASF, I read in multiple places that the game can be used with a joystick\/gamepad\/Xbox 360
controller. Nope. I restarted the game (with Xbox 360 controller connected) and was prompted with the "Enter" key as well as
the arrow keys for navigating the menu. Fair enough, the menu is keyboard exclusive, I can understand that. As I went in-game I
soon noticed that there were new icons. For instance, instead of an arrow key, it was the "A" button. I pick up my Xbox 360
controller and press "A" for a solid 10 seconds... Nothing. The voiceover is still going, droning about my important task at hand.
I keep pressing "A", then "B" then every other button on my controller. Nothing. For a game that is ALSO on Xbox 360, there
was a transition error or flawed coding to not have a smooth transition to PC.
Graphics: Not much concern. Although, I did experience some screen tears and occasional stuttering throughout my loop-deloop camera turning spiral into the end of the runway. Nothing gamebreaking however. Planes look good, environment is
minimal but effective. Cockpit perspective looks alright. Not much criticism here.
I'm a huge fan of the Ace Combat series, I've played hours upon hours of IL-2 Sturmovik for PS3, even more on Heroes of the
Pacific and Secret Weapons over Normandy for PS2 and many more airplane specific games (I'm not going to include
Battlefield games because that's somewhat taboo to flight simulator enthusiasts). So, it's safe to say that this is no user error, this
is a game with potential, but failed to properly execute the most basic of video game tasks, the controls.. I played the demo
entitled "Zombie: Safe haven" which had crafting and scavaging. Zombie: Exodus has none of these features and instead
features a very linear story. I feel quite bait and switched given the implication in Safe Haven of skills and resource managment.
The game itself is short and has some choices you can make, however they hardly alter the story and towards the end all choices
kill you unless it is the option the devs want you to take. A more involved plot with more variety in gameplay, non-linear
storytelling and more pictures would really bump this type of game up. I am giving this a thumbs up however really my review is
"meh", for which there is no option.. This is actually a really fun game at first, when you are first upgrading and manipulating
your ship. You can make missile boats, blaster-based ships, you get option drones to fire when you shoot, and so on. Mining is
actually somewhat interesting to fool around with early on.
It, however, gets repetitive, starting with mining, and then upgrading, and finally the combat. The final ship components cause
all end-game ships to look the same, and the final boss has a stupid mechanic which requires you to either have a way more
responsive ship than the game gives you, or to angle a shot in a way that gives you a generally unsatisfying win because you
didn't do the high-agility maneuvers that it feels like you should do. It caps the game off with not even allowing you to have a
solid victory in the final "cutscene."
Overall, a good 75% of a game marred by an overly repetitive final zone. If you don't mind this, and the late 90s graphics, go
ahead and get it! It's actually pretty fun, reminiscent of Asteroids with an upgradeable ship and uh, better graphics, though still a
far cry from anything you'd call "modern.". It's pretty cool but Johnny cage and Mileena don't look close to that. Also, what
happened to Jax's hands? I thought they were suppose to be metal.
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